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Acne For Dummies (Health & Fitness)For Dummies, 2006
Acne is the most common skin disease in the United States, affecting more than 60 million adults and teenagers each year. Acne For Dummies addresses the causes of acne, and, most importantly, what can safely be done to cover it up, treat it, and minimize scarring. The book covers everything from daily skin care, over-the-counter acne preparations,...
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Foundations of Learning Classifier Systems (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2005
Learning Classifier Systems (LCS) [Holland, 1976] are a machine learning technique which combines evolutionary computing, reinforcement learning, supervised learning or unsupervised learning, and heuristics to produce adaptive systems. They are rulebased systems, where the rules are usually in the traditional production system form of “IF...
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Modern Cryptography: Theory and PracticePrentice Hall, 2003
Leading HP security expert Wenbo Mao explains why "textbook" crypto schemes,  protocols, and systems are profoundly vulnerable by revealing  real-world-scenario attacks. Next, he shows how to realize cryptographic systems  and protocols that are truly "fit for application"--and formally demonstrates  their fitness. Mao presents...
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Enabling Programmable Self with HealthVault: An Accessible Personal Health RecordO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Microsoft HealthVault is the most prominent example of a personally controlled health
	
		record. With its open API, flexibility, and connections with multiple health care providers,
	
		it gives people interested in monitoring their own health an unprecedented opportunity
	
		to do their own research on their own data. This...
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Shape Up with Gabby Allen: Fast Food + Dynamic Workouts - Transform Your Body in 4 WeeksEbury Press, 2019

	
		ARE YOU READY FOR SUMMER? 

		

		Join Personal Trainer Gabby on her instagram as she works out and cooks from the book.

		

		You know Gabby from Love Island, Big Brother and instagram, you've worked out with her bestselling Shape Up app - now get to know all her diet and...
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45 HOME WORKOUTS FOR BODY FITNESS: Best Home Exercises and Workouts to build your Body, Strength, Muscles, Agility and To reclaim your core fitness today.Independent Publishers Group, 2021

	FEATURES:
		
			Easy to follow instructions and step-to-step approach to create and follow the fitness routine.
	
			Do-It-Yourself (DIY). The processes are clear and simple to understand.
	
			No complications of process and information.
	
			Beginners friendly.
	...
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Get Fit with Technology: How to Lose Weight Using Your PCCourse Technology PTR, 2004
The Journal of the American Medical Association has found that people who use their PCs in conjunction with weight loss programs lose three times more weight than people who don't. This book is the guide that will lead you down the high-tech path toward health and fitness. It includes hundreds of tips and techniques to help you lose weight, stories...
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Nature Cures: The History of Alternative Medicine in AmericaOxford University Press, 2002
Thorough, enjoyable, and rigorous, this study documents the major "unconventional" healing movements of 19th- and 20th-century America. Whorton (history of medicine, Univ. of Washington) traces the origins and influences of Thomsonianism, homeopathy, mesmerism, Christian Science, osteopathy, chiropractic, naturopathy, and acupuncture,...
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Bacteriocins: Ecology and EvolutionSpringer, 2006
Microbes produce an extraordinary array of defense systems. These include bacteriocins, a class of antimicrobial molecules with narrow killing spectra, produced by bacteria. The book describes the diversity and ecological role of bacteriocins of Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, presenting a new classification scheme for the former and a...
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Extending the Scalability of Linkage Learning Genetic Algorithms: Theory & Practice (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2005
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are powerful search techniques based on principles of evolution and widely applied to solve problems in many disciplines. However, most GAs employed in practice nowadays are unable to learn genetic linkage and suffer from the linkage problem. The linkage learning genetic algorithm (LLGA) was proposed to tackle the linkage...
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Just Your Type: The Ultimate Guide to Eating and Training Right for Your Body TypeDa Capo Press, 2019

	
		A comprehensive plan for matching diet and fitness regimens to body types, based on the proven system of somatotypes

		

		According to fitness guru Phil Catudal, 70 percent of people exercise the wrong way. To achieve lasting fitness and health, Catudal explains, you should work with your natural-born body type...
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Living Dairy-Free For Dummies (Health & Fitness)For Dummies, 2010

	Whatever the reason for not eating dairy, Living Dairy-Free For Dummies provides readers with the most up-to-date information on a dairy-free diet and lifestyle and will empower them to thrive without dairy while still getting the calcium, vitamin D and nutritional benefits commonly associated with dairy products.


	Living...
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